
COSTUMES for CHORUS:

Your child we be supplied with their main costume items
(thank you if you are able to contribute a £5 voluntary contribution on Scopay).

Please know that we do NOT expect you to go shopping and spending money on the
additional items below. Just find the closest things you have, get your child to bring them in,
and we will assist with anything you cannot source.

In addition - here is a link to a document about hair for the show, with important
information: Bugsy Malone: 1920s HAIR STYLES

They will also need to provide the following:
Main costumes:
If they wear a suit, they will need to provide:

● Shoes (dance shoes or school shoes will be fine)
● School trousers or plain black trousers (these can be provided if you don’t already have

them - please just let us know and do not go out shopping!)
● White shirt (either one which fits or one which is a little too big - either is fine)

If they are wearing a dress, they will need to provide:
● Shoes (1920s style or ballet pump style or a pretty pair of shoes - or whatever the

closest thing is that you already have; it really is not a problem)
● Sheer tan tights  - or bare legs if not (a pencil line up the back of the leg can give the

appearance of seamed stockings!).

As BOXERS, they will need to provide:
● A white vest or white Tshirt, which will be tucked into:
● A darker pair of shorts (ideally black, navy or red with no logos - but whatever the closest

thing you have is fine)
● Trainers and plain socks

As DOWN AND OUTS, they will need to provide:
● An old shirt donated an adult family member which is very big on them.  Please can this

shirt be ripped/ have a few holes put in it? All shirts need to be handed in by
Thursday 9th March as they will all be dyed grey.

● Dark coloured trousers (shcool trousers are fine) or dark coloured leggings to wear
underneath the oversized shirts.

● Their school shoes (black and plain)

If they are an AUDITIONEE, they will need to provide:
● A simple costume befitting their auditioning character, which will be easy and quick to

under-dress under their main costume (above).

https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/171c8a78170f0512f8240c082e87317b/uploads/2023/01/06144426/Bugsy-Malone_-1920s-HAIR-STYLES.pdf


COSTUMES for DANCERS
Your child we be supplied with their main costume items

(thank you if you are able to contribute a £5 voluntary contribution on Scopay).

Please know that we do NOT expect you to go shopping and spending money on the
additional items below. Just find the closest things you have, get your child to bring them in,
and we will assist with anything you cannot source.

They will also need to provide the following:

● Black leotard or black dance shorts and tight black vest top tucked in.
● Black fishnet tights
● Black soft soled dance shoes  (important to reduce the noise of feet on our noisy, old,

wooden stage!)

COSTUMES for Girlz
Your child we be supplied with their main costume items

(thank you if you are able to contribute a £5 voluntary contribution on Scopay).

Please know that we do NOT expect you to go shopping and spending money on the
additional items below. Just find the closest things you have, get your child to bring them in,
and we will assist with anything you cannot source.

They will also need to provide the following:

● Shoes (1920s style or ballet pump style or a pretty pair of shoes - or whatever the
closest thing is that you already have; it really is not a problem)

● Sheer tan tights - or bare legs if not (a pencil line up the back of the leg can give the
appearance of seamed stockings!).

● A hair net.
● A bright red lipstick (to avoid them sharing with each other!)
● If any of them have a compact mirror, rollers, comb or nail file, or similar ‘preening’ items,

this would be useful for them to use as a personal prop for them to have with them.



COSTUMES for Fat Sam and his Gang
Your child we be supplied with their main costume items

(thank you if you are able to contribute a £5 voluntary contribution on Scopay).

Main costumes:
If they are wearing a suit, they will need to provide:

● Shoes (dance shoes or school shoes will be fine)
● School trousers or plain black trousers (these can be provided if you don’t already have

them - please just let us know and do not go out shopping!)
● White shirt (either one which fits or one which is a little too big - either is fine)

If they are wearing a dress, they will need to provide:
● Shoes (1920s style or ballet pump style or a pretty pair of shoes - or whatever the

closest thing is that you already have; it really is not a problem)
● Sheer tan tights  - or bare legs if not (a pencil line up the back of the leg can give the

appearance of seamed stockings!).

Those who are also  BOXERS in ‘So You Wanna Be a Boxer’, will need to provide:
● A white vest or white Tshirt, which will be tucked into:
● A darker pair of shorts (ideally black, navy or red with no logos - but whatever the closest

thing you have is fine)
● Trainers and plain socks

Those who are also DOWN AND OUTS, will need to provide:
● An old shirt donated an adult family member which is very big on them.  Please can this

shirt be ripped/ have a few holes put in it? All shirts need to be handed in by
Thursday 9th March as they will all be dyed grey.

● Dark coloured trousers (shcool trousers are fine) or dark coloured leggings to wear
underneath the oversized shirts.

● Their school shoes (black and plain)

COSTUMES for Dandy Dan and her Gang
Your child we be supplied with their main costume items

(thank you if you are able to contribute a £5 voluntary contribution on Scopay).

Main costumes:
If they are wearing a suit, they will need to provide:

● Shoes (dance shoes or school shoes will be fine)
● School trousers or plain black trousers (these can be provided if you don’t already have

them - please just let us know and do not go out shopping!)
● White shirt (either one which fits or one which is a little too big - either is fine)

If they are wearing a dress, they will need to provide:
● Shoes (1920s style or ballet pump style or a pretty pair of shoes - or whatever the

closest thing is that you already have; it really is not a problem)
● Sheer tan tights  - or bare legs if not (a pencil line up the back of the leg can give the

appearance of seamed stockings!).


